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Abstract 
Meijer, Fokkinga, and Paterson introduced several recursion operators associated with data 
type definitions, including catamorphisms and anamorphisms. These operators capture familiar 
patterns of recursion over recursive data types. 
We show for recursive data structures that generating a structure from a seed value 
(anamorphism, lens) is more general than reducing a structure to a value (catamorphism, 
banana). More precisely, we show that any catamorphism may be written in terms of an 
anamorphism, and that it is not generally possible to do the converse. For the specific case of 
lists this means that unfold is more general than fold. 
1. Introduction 
In [9] we describe a complicated combinator for trees developed as part of an 
automated reasoning system based on term rewriting. The central results (strictly 
speaking, conjectures) of [9] are that the top-down pass of the combinator can 
simulate the bottom-up pass, and that the converse is not true. The present note 
generalizes these results to all recursive data types and provides complete proofs. 
In [S], Meijer and Hutton build Curry’s fixed-point combinator as the composition 
of an anamorphism followed by a catamorphism, thus demonstrating that a language 
needs only these two combinators to provide the full power of recursion. A conse- 
quence of the current note is that a catamorphism combinator is not needed for the 
full power of recursion. 
2. Preliminaries 
We use the Bird6Meertens formalism (Squiggol). See [3] for more detailed informa- 
tion. We recall some notation and a few properties from [7]. 
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For the purposes of this note, a functor is an operation taking types to types and 
functions to functions, which preserves identity and composition. A monofunctor is 
a unary functor; a bifunctor is a binary functor. In this note we use the bifunctor 11 and 
the following monofunctors: L, F, P, T, M. 
The action of a functor on a type is always to create a new type - when we define 
a functor we need only define its action on functions. In general the action of a postfix 
monofunctor T on a function f is to create a function which applies f to the 
subcomponents of a structure of the related type. 
A monofunctor T and a bifunctor I( preserve composition in the following sense: 
fro gr = (fog)% (1) 
fll9 0 h II j = (fo 4 II (9 0.0 (2) 
The type generated by functor T has an associated constructor in, and destructor 
out, which are each others inverses. Where the subscript is clear from context we omit 
it. 
Catamorphisms (reductions of data structures to values) are represented by ba- 
nanas, [ D. We need the property which describes how to evaluate catamorphisms: 
[$D 0 in = 4 0 44)~. (3) 
This says that to apply a catamorphism to a datum, strip off the constructor (in), apply 
44) recursively to the subcomponents of the resulting structure (this is what the postfix 
monofunctor T does), and finally apply 4 to the result. 
We need the following result for proving that a strict function is equivalent to 
a catamorphism: 
f= (4) =pin = +o~T. (4) 
Anamorphisms (generators of data structures from seeds) are represented by lenses, 
[(: J. We need to know how to evaluate anamorphisms: 
This says that to apply a destructor (out) to an anamorphism, apply I,$ to the given 
seed value, and then recursively map [$J over the subcomponents of the resulting 
datum. 
A functor acts both on arrows (functions) and on objects (types). For this reason [7] 
uses the same symbol for both components. This leads to possible confusion, espe- 
cially in the case of monofunctors. The notation c($J, represents the anamorphism 
combinator for the type generated by T. If the type of the anamorphism (catamor- 
phism, constructor, destructor) is clear from context, the subscript is omitted. The 
notation ~$)JT represents the functor T applied to the function [$J. 
We also need the following combinators. Evaluate fat x: 
eval(f, x) =fx. 
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Make a product of two functions 
(f II 9) (X> x’) = (fx, gx’). 
Make a tuple of the results of two functions: 
(fa s)x = (fx, 9). 
We use the tags i and i as injectors in the following definition of sum of functions: 
(fl C4G-4 = Ux)(fl9)Gx’) = GVG 
The function 0’ is the constant function returning 0. The function (+) is the usual 
addition for a pair of numbers. 
We will need to discuss functions which cannot behave like general-purpose 
recursion combinators. For this we introduce the concept of jinite-preserving func- 
tions. A function f is finite-preserving if it maps finite arguments to finite results. If 
f has an higher-order domain, we call ffinite preserving if it produces a finite result 
from arguments which are finite and include only finite-preserving functions. So, e.g. 
eval is finite-preserving. 
3. Catamorphisms are insufficient 
We now demonstrate that anamorphisms can generate infinite data structures from 
finite ones, but catamorphisms cannot. 
Theorem 1. If 4 is jinite-preserving, t jinite then Q&t is finite. 
Proof. (By induction on the number of constructors in t). Assume the result for struc- 
tures with n - 1 constructors, 
Base case: Let t have 1 constructor. 
B4Dt = +(outt) 
out t is finite, #I is finite-preserving, so $(out t) is finite. 
Inductive case: 
WDt 
= definition of data type 
MD@ t') 
Eq. (3) 
6(@?% t’). 
The substructures of t’ have at most as many constructors as t’, so by inductive 
assumption (@T t' is finite, so $(I@) t’) is finite. q 
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Theorem 2. There exists a$nite-preserving 4 and ajinite s such that [$I s is notjinite. 
Proof. We introduce the type of pairs. The monofunctor P associated with this type 
acts on a function f as follows: 
fp(k r) = (6 fpy). (6) 
The symbol 1 represents the single element of the one element type. Let 
4 = d.(l, 1) and s = 1. Clearly 4 is finite-preserving and s is finite. 
We claim g+)h,s is infinite. 
out D c(4J s 
= Eq. (5) 
(lN41p04)s 
definitions of 4, s 
(n41p”(~l.(l, I)))1 
fl-reduction, definition of 0 
(@III p(k 1)) 
= definition of P (6) 
(1, r(4)31) 
So [~$jj 1 is a proper substructure of itself, and thus infinite. 0 
From these two theorems we can conclude that there are anamorphims which 
cannot be written in terms of catamorphisms. 
4. Anamorphisms are sufficient 
We need the following piece of machinery describing an interaction between eval 
and A. 
Lemma 1. evalo((A_.f)ag) =fig. 
Proof. We derive 
evalo((A_.f) a g) 
= q-expansion 
Ax.evalo((A_.f)ag)x 
= definitions of A, 0 
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2x.eval((2_.f)x, gx) 
= /?-reduction 
/Ix.eval(f, gx) 
= definition of eval 
ix.f(gx) 
q-reduction, definition of 0 
.f<>s 0 
The following theorem demonstrates the generality of anamorphisms. 
Theorem 3. For every T there is an F such that there exists jinite-preserving f; g such 
that,for all 4 f” lIs$lL = b%% 
Proof. We build an anamorphism which decorates each node of a data structure with 
a finite-preserving function which simulates that node’s part in a catamorphism. 
For a monofunctor T we define a related monofunctor F which acts on a function 
,f as follows: 
fF(l, s) = (1, .!-TS). (7) 
Let 
f = eval 3 out,, 
g’4 = ((i-.4 OfT) A id), 
gC#J = g’Cf5 z’out,. 
We use the uniqueness property for catamorphisms, Eq. (4). To reduce clutter we drop 
the subscript on c( )&. We need only show that 
.P c(g6llo in, = 4 0 (fo iIg4ll )T. 
f~ IIg~llo in, 
= definitions off and g 
eval3 out, 0 c(g’$ 0 out,1 0 in, 
Eq. (5) 
evalo [(g’4 0 out,)l F 0 g’4 0 out, 0 in, 
out, and in, are inverses 
evalo [(lg’4 0 out,1 F 0 g’d 
= definitions of F, g’, and g 
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evalo (id 11 [g4J T) 0 ((A_. 4 OPT) A id) 
= 11 is a functor - Eq. (2) 
eVal”((/2_.~ofT)AC(g~nT) 
= Lemma 1 
4 “fro c(&Jr 
= T is a functor - Eq. (1) 
6’(fi&J@)r 0 
5. Example 
Here we provide an example of applying the above construction to a simple 4 over 
a small structure. We examine the catamorphism which sums the elements of a list, 
applied to the list Cl, 21. 
Let C#J = (0’ I(+)). We recall that 1 is the single element of the one element data type, 
but 1 and 2 are integers. We represent our list as a cons list, using the language of [7]. 
The usual cons is in, i, and the usual nil is in, il. This gives us in, i(l, in, i(2, in, il)). 
For larger expressions, parentheses can be awkward, so we present this expression 
again as a tree, see Fig. 1. If we partially evaluate the catamorphism 10 I( +)D[l, 21, we 
get Fig. 2. Eliminating the inverses and applying the injections, we get Fig. 3. This is 
equivalent o replacing in, i with (+) and in, i with 0’. 
How is this picture different if we simulate the catamorphism with the anamor- 
phism described in Theorem 3? If we partially evaluate the expression fo Bg(o’ 1 (+))I 
[l, 21, we get Fig. 4. Eliminating the inverses and applying the injections, we get 
Fig. 5. 
Every constructor in [l, 21 has been labeled with a function which will evaluate its 
tail and then apply C#J to the result. This is by no means the most efficient anamor- 
phism equivalent to the catamorphism [Cl+ I( +)D, but it is worse by no more than 
a linear factor. 
in, i 
A 
1 in,i 
A 
2 in, it 
1 
1 
Fig. 1. 
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(0’ I(+)) out, in ’ 
1 
--L 
(O’l(+)) out, in ’ 
2 
/d\ 
(O’l(+)) out, in, i 
I 
1 
Fig. 2. 
+ 
/’ ‘\, 
1 + 
/ )\ 
2 0’ 
I 
1 
Fig. 3. 
eVal~out,(in,((O’~(+))~(eval~out,)T,outTin,i > 
1 4 * 
in,((O’~(+))~(eval~outF)T,outTinT ’ 
2 4 
in,((o’l(+))~ (eval~OUt,)T,Out,in,’ 
li 
) 
1 
Fig. 4. 
evalKO* I(+>> 
in, ((0’ I(+)) 0 (eValo OUtF)T,jf) 
119 
Fig. 5. 
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6. Conclusion 
We have shown that anamorphisms are strictly more general than catamorphisms 
for any recursive type. 
It is natural to ask when we can write anamorphisms in terms of catamorphisms. I.e. 
what conditions do we need on 4, T, and M such that there exist finite-preserving f, g 
with 
The present note demonstrates that this cannot hold in full generality. For the case 
when f = id, [7] gives a partial answer with Eq. (27): 
which says that an anamorphism may be written directly as a catamorphism (not just 
in terms of) if the underlying function is of the form 4 0 out where 4 is a natural 
transformation between the appropriate types. 
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